Introduction

While much has been written regarding the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the delivery of patient care [1], it is often important to recognize that challenges can also present opportunities to catalyze change. During January 2021 in our nation’s Capital, we experienced the impact of not only the ongoing upsurge of COVID-19 cases but also a deadly assault on the Capitol on January 6th, 2021 that aimed to disrupt our constitutional democracy. As clinicians practicing a few blocks from the White House, we witnessed barriers being placed, military vehicles and armed troops stationed throughout our city, including directly adjacent to clinical care areas (Figure 1). These scenes understandably generated a level of anxiety in staff, providers, and patients. Due to safety concerns regarding securing parking lots and patient care areas, our institution was required to shutdown elective clinics - including those in Rheumatology - for several days as military services defended the city and inauguration proceedings. If this had happened in any prior year, our patient care visits and educational meetings would have been cancelled and rescheduled, but in the setting of the pandemic we were able to rapidly transition all patient care and educational activities to online platforms.

Telerheumatology before and during the Pandemic

Telemedicine began in the late 1990s and was subsequently implemented into many aspects of healthcare delivery in the USA and Europe [2, 3]. Telemedicine, however, was not widely used in rheumatology prior to the COVID-19 pandemic. Prior to 2020, few institutions utilized telemedicine to deliver rheumatologic care, and those that did often used it to deliver care to rural areas with success dependent upon technological investments and relationships with rural providers [4].

As the COVID-19 pandemic spread across the globe, widespread cancellations of in-person clinics left our immunocompromised patient population in dire need of safe and effective access to care. All across the USA, the rheumatology community rapidly adopted telemedicine platforms to meet healthcare demands. These efforts were financially feasible on a wide scale due to pressure from the pandemic and resultant fast-track of emergency health policy changes.
Over the course of the pandemic we adopted newer methods of physical examination and were able to confidently treat our patients. Through implanting telemedicine into our rheumatology fellowship curriculum, our fellows learned how to use telemedicine platforms, guide patients through self-examination, and deliver high-quality, secured, and personalized health care through telemedicine to our patients with rheumatic diseases. Our patients have been very appreciative of our continued efforts to provide safe and effective care in these challenging times. A recent survey conducted on 175 patients with various autoimmune rheumatic conditions supported telemedicine as a viable approach even beyond the pandemic [5] and events of the past few weeks have again emphasized the need for continued utilization of this effective tool in medical practice.

**Telerheumatology during the Insurrection**

The insurrection that took place on January 6, 2021 in the nation’s capital resulted in increased police presence and deployment of thousands of military troops throughout the city as a safety measure ahead of the presidential inauguration. Although the presence of armed forces brought a sense of reassurance, it also created feelings of anxiety, fear, insecurity, and a war-like atmosphere in the city. Seeing armed military troops, tanks, and barricades in our streets is not something many of us rheumatology healthcare professionals have experienced before, and the same is true of many of our patients. As non-military providers, we navigated these uncharted waters in the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic which had already presented considerable challenges to all healthcare workers. We adapted to these unprecedented times to continue to provide quality care while protecting our own safety and the safety of our patients.

As George Washington University Hospital is located in the heart of downtown Washington, DC, commuting to work proved challenging. We needed to carefully plan our daily commute based on road closures and metro station closures limiting access to both motor vehicles and pedestrians. We requested inpatient consultations be called before noon to allow the consultation team...
ample time to travel to and from the hospital during the daytime to minimize safety concerns. If we were unable to travel to work on a given day, we planned to utilize telemedicine technology to safely provide inpatient consultation services remotely. Finally, one of our primary roles as physicians during this period was to reassure our patients that regardless of what may be going on outside of the walls of the hospital, we would find innovative ways to continue to provide quality healthcare.

**Future Public Health Needs for Telemedicine and Health Policy Implications**

Many of our patients and fellow providers, remains a new tool that improves access to health care and a powerful alternative to traditional rheumatology care, despite having some limitations. It removes many obstacles for providing care such as geographic borders, difficulty commuting, extreme weather events, or other safety risks as we have recently experienced during the unprecedented attack on our nation’s Capital.

We foresee an ongoing need to offer telemedicine as part of our clinical practice portfolio, since there remain challenges in care delivery as well as limited access to vaccination for many of our high risk immunosuppressed patients who would have to travel on public transport to reach our offices. Many of our patients and fellows providers have expressed preference to conduct clinical care virtually for patients safely sheltered at home until they either receive a vaccine and/or transmission substantially declines in the region. We advocate that the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services and commercial insurers continue long-term coverage of telemedicine services [6] for patients with rheumatic diseases to allow flexibility for maintenance of operations during weather emergencies and other events that threaten the safe delivery of healthcare.

**Conclusion**

As we continue to balance the complexity of the COVID-19 pandemic, civil unrest, a rheumatology workforce shortage, and ongoing health policy uncertainty, it has become clear that rheumatologists and rheumatology health professionals need to remain innovative and adaptable to the challenges we face [5,7]. The pathway out of the pandemic is likely to be equally as challenging as the events that led us to this point. As rheumatology health professionals and patients continue to advocate for expanding access to rheumatologic care, our experience harnessing telemedicine and tele-education has allowed us to pivot very rapidly in response to both health and safety concerns in our region. Ongoing advocacy is needed to ensure that telemedicine and other innovations become accepted as opportunities to deliver care and improve access for patients in the future.
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